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72” refrigerator/3-tap beer dispenser/48-bottle wine reserve



A heritage of quality. That’s what Perlick brings

to the luxury lifestyle. With over 90 years of expertise

honed in the commercial realm, our products grace the

!nest restaurants, resorts, stadiums, arenas and hotels in

the world. That same commitment to quality is evident

in each of the products you’ll !nd in this design guide:

the elements that help you create the quintessential

home entertaining experience. 
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OnlyTOnly ChoiceThe



January 1, 1917 — Robert Perlick and his son Walter
open the doors of R. Perlick Brass Works.

February 14, 1920 — R. Perlick Brass Co.
is incorporated.

1921 — Perlick introduces its !rst
product – Battery terminal.

1922 — Perlick introduces its second product – Window
anti-rattlers for automobiles.

1925 — Perlick adds keg !ttings to its product o"ering
per the direction of newly hired Fred Seidlitz.

Circa 1933 (early post-Prohibition years) — Perlick
adds a refrigeration department to aid in transition
of cooler boxes cooled with ice to mechanical
refrigeration.

October 2005 — Perlick Residential Products established
and introduced its Signature Series line of 24- and
patented 48- and 72-inch refrigeration units.

January 2008 — The 24-inch C-Series line is added
to Perlick Residential Products’ o"erings.

February 2008 — The 15-inch Signature Series is
introduced. This includes the Industry’s !rst 15-inch
Refrigerator Drawers and Beer Dispenser.

February 2009 — The Signature Series collection is
redesigned to feature a fully integrated aesthetic,
interior digital display and new models are introduced.
Perlick also launches the company’s !rst ever 24-inch
ADA-Compliant collection of products.

“Build the best product you can. A poorly made product is expensive at any price. Do
not listen to those who would have you build something cheaply. Be honest with

yourself, your customers and your fellow man. Only a few black marks will soil a
good name and reputation. Remember these things always.”
                                                                                                      — Robert Perlick, 1925
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Since its inception in 1917, the Perlick Corporation has evolved

into the premier supplier of Bar and Beverage Dispensing

equipment in the industry. Perlick equipment can be found in

restaurants, hotels, stadiums, theme parks, breweries and the

!nest homes worldwide. Headquartered in a 300,000-square-

foot manufacturing facility in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Perlick

operates with two divisions: Commercial Products and

Residential Products. 

Perlick’s Commercial Products include Bar and Beverage

Equipment, Tapping and Brewery Fittings. The Bar and

Beverage group manufacturers equipment used in the bar

environment to include remote beer systems, refrigerated and

non-refrigerated cabinets, stainless steel underbar equipment,

glasswashers and the revolutionary modular bar structure

which completes the bar package. Perlick’s Tapping group

manufacturers beer faucets, keg couplers and other beer

dispensing components. The Brewery Fittings department is

responsible for stainless steel and brass !ttings which are used

in the brewing process.

In October 2005, Perlick’s Residential Products group rede!ned

the residential undercounter refrigeration market with its

industry exclusive features and designs.

Perlick’s collection of residential products

comprises a variety of free-standing and built-

in, single- and multi-compartment Freezers

and Refrigerators (with doors or drawers),

Wine Reserves, Beverage Centers and Beer

Dispensers. Available in 15-, 24- and patented

48- and 72-inch widths, Perlick residential

refrigeration products have clearly set the bar

in luxury home entertaining. 5
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All stainless steel interior
The elegant look of the outside,
continues to the inside for a sanitary,
aesthetic vantage.

2-inch thick insulation
Pressure-foamed to be more uniform.
Adds strength and e"ciency to the cabinet.

Strong, yet elegant Door Pulls 
Sturdy and attractive design run full height of
door for convenience on a busy night.

State of the art control modules
A discreetly located module for each
temperature zone.

Recessed, UV protected lighting
Light is recessed into the ceiling to prevent
accidental contact with goods. Also hides
the bulb for a more elegant look.

Adjustable height, full-extension
pullout shelving
Vinyl protection and commercial-grade
slides provide an unmatched solution in
convenience and reliability.

Variable speed   
compressor
Provides optimal e"ciency and
performance with considerably
less noise.

Patented technology
Allows multi-compartment cooling from one
compressor, increasing usable space, energy
e"ciency and single unit convenience.

Low-E tempered glass
Argon gas-!lled, bronze-tinted
glass provides UV Light protection
to goods inside.
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InnovationCommercial grade, 
laser-cut hinging
A level of precision that ensures
strength and a straight hang of
the door.

Extra-wide magnetic gasket
Produces stronger seal between door and
unit for better, more e"cient cooling.

Optional Drawer Available
Provide a styish alternative to storing larger, heavier, more
o#-shape goods. Deep enough for a milk gallon, or Corona
bottles, with 200-pound capacity.

Doors and drawers that readily accept a
fully integrated wood panel.
To seamlessly integrate with surrounding cabinetry,
wood accepting overlay kits for any door or drawer
(including glass) accept wood panels from your 
cabinetmaker built   to Perlick speci!cations. Replaces
stainless steel doors by Perlick.

Industry exclusive features
• Commercial heritage 

• Patented — multi-zone, multi-door
          48” Con!gurations 
          72” Con!gurations 

• Full-extension shelving 

• Variable-speed compressor,  
          300-1,985 Btu (highest cooling capacity) 

• Glass door with food refrigeration 

• Commercial hinges 

• Full-extension Martini Glass Chiller Rack 

• 24” Freezer Drawers 

• Outdoor Refrigerator 

• Outdoor Beverage Center 

• Outdoor Freezer 

• Outdoor Wine 

• Outdoor 48” Beer Dispenser 

• Outdoor 48” Refrigerator 

• 2 & 3 Faucet Dispenser 

• 15” Refrigerated Drawers 

• 15” Beer Dispenser 

• Zero Clearance Hinges 

• “Convertible” door design 
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8
48” freezer/refrigerator and 15” wine reserve



It‘s the pinnacle of luxury home entertaining — made elegant

and easy by Perlick’s Signature Series. All Signature Series

products are designed and crafted to look and perform better

than any other alternative. Perlick is the only company to present

you with multi-zone undercounter refrigeration. Available in

24-inch, 48-inch and 72-inch con!gurations, while allowing you

to choose the size and con!guration of your undercounter

refrigerated cabinet to best accommodate your entertaining

needs. In addition, only Perlick products o#er unique features

like the variable-speed compressor, which delivers unparalleled

temperature uniformity, energy e"ciency and quietness. Perlick

is also the only company to provide you with innovations such

as vinyl-coated full-extension shelving with guard rails; stunning

commercial-grade stainless steel interiors; genuine multi-zone

temperature control; three-tap beer dispensers; !rst-of-their-kind

outdoor-rated products; vinyl-coated racks for chilling martini

glasses and beer mugs and the power of 300 to 1,985 Btu. All of

which translates to an entertaining experience that‘s certain to

make a lifelong impression on you and your guests.
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15”Signature Series
They Say Good Things Come In Small Packages and Perlick
Corporation is poised to prove this with its line of luxury undercounter
refrigeration that is a mere 15 inches wide. The  new 15-inch Signature Series from
Perlick features the world’s !rst 15-inch Beer Dispenser and world’s !rst 15-inch
Refrigerator Drawers. Also included in this line is a Refrigerator, Beverage Center
and Wine Reserve. The entire 15-inch Signature Series is available in both indoor
and outdoor models. 

•    Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with cabinetry 

•    Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with cabinetry 

•    With 3/4-inch wood overlay, the unit will stand $ush with cabinetry 

•    Best in Class 700-Btu commercial-grade compressor 

•    Front-vented, forced air refrigeration system 

•    Industry exclusive commercial-grade stainless steel interior 

•    Industry exclusive convertible door design allows all doors to be converted
     to wood overlay from stainless steel 

•    Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection 

BEER DISPENSER

•     Refrigeration system keeps beer at perfect serving temperature

•     Complete, self-contained beer system 

•     Portable drainer, no plumbing required 

•     Will hold one 1/6 keg 

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F

DRAWERS

•     Industry exclusive stainless steel drawers 

•     Drawers are tall enough to store bottles and gallons of milk 

•     Refrigerator drawers are rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Refrigerator drawers temperature 33 to 39 degrees F
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REFRIGERATOR

•     Two industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelves

•     Full-extension shelves are adjustable 

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement 
     of shelves 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

WINE RESERVE

•     Five shelves will store 20 wine bottles 

•     Extra storage under shelves for up to 3 additional bottles 

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth 
     movement of shelves 

•     Shelves are removable and adjustable to accommodate 
     oversized (magnum) bottles 

•     Cabinet construction eliminates vibration transfer to reserve 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F   

BEVERAGE CENTER

•     Allows for storage of both wine and beverages

•     Two wine shelves, one  industry exclusive 
     full-extension pullout shelf 

•     Shelving positions are adjustable to suit your needs 

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F
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HP15RS-1R HP15RS-2R

HP15BS-3L HP15BS-4R

HP15WS-3L HP15WS-4R

*   For the entire line of 15-inch Signature Series 
    products, please turn to page 12



Refrigerators
Indoor Models      Outdoor Models 

HP15RS-1L             HP15RO-1L            15” refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge left 

HP15RS-1R             HP15RO-1R            15” refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge right 

HP15RS-2L             HP15RO-2L            15” refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge left 

HP15RS-2R             HP15RO-2R            15” refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge right 

HP15RS-3L             HP15RO-3L            15” refrigerator with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HP15RS-3R             HP15RO-3R            15” refrigerator with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HP15RS-4L             HP15RO-4L            15” refrigerator with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left 

HP15RS-4R             HP15RO-4R            15” refrigerator with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right 

HP15RS-5               HP15RO-5              15” refrigerator with solid stainless steel drawers 

HP15RS-6               HP15RO-6              15” refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay drawers 

Wine Reserves
Indoor Models      Outdoor Models 

HP15WS-3L           HP15WO-3L          15” wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HP15WS-3R           HP15WO-3R          15” wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HP15WS-4L           HP15WO-4L          15” wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left 

HP15WS-4R           HP15WO-4R          15” wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right 

Beverage Centers
Indoor Models      Outdoor Models 

HP15BS-3L             HP15BO-3L            15” beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HP15BS-3R            HP15BO-3R            15” beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HP15BS-4L             HP15BO-4L            15” beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left 

HP15BS-4R            HP15BO-4R            15” beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right 

Beer Dispensers
Indoor Models      Outdoor Models 

HP15TS-1L             HP15TO-1L            15” beer dispenser with solid stainless steel door hinge left, single faucet tower 

HP15TS-1R             HP15TO-1R            15” beer dispenser with solid stainless steel door hinge right, single faucet tower 

HP15TS-2L             HP15TO-2L            15” beer dispenser with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge left, single faucet tower 

HP15TS-2R             HP15TO-2R            15” beer dispenser with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge right, single faucet tower 

15”Signature Series
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24”Signature Series
It can hide discreetly under a counter or it can make a bold statement as
a functional stand-alone design element — either way, Perlick’s 24-inch Signature
Series undercounter refrigeration products provide you with exceptional beauty and
versatility. The 24-inch Signature Series includes a Freezer and Refrigerator (with doors
or drawers), Beverage Center, Beer Dispenser and Wine Reserve. Doors can be speci!ed
with glass or stainless steel and can be integrated into surrounding cabinetry with a
wood overlay. All 24-inch Signature Series models feature Perlick’s exclusive variable
speed compressor providing quiet, e"cient power; a polished stainless steel interior;
full-height doors and recessed lighting to add extra elegance. 

•    Designed with fully-integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding 
     cabinetry (with 3/4-inch wood overlay) 

•    Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry 

•    Perlick’s exclusive variable speed compressor 

•    Front-vented, forced-air refrigeration 

•    Industry exclusive full-extension shelving 

•    Industry exclusive stainless steel interior 

•    Two-year full warranty on complete unit — Additional four-year limited 
     warranty on the sealed refrigeration system 

•    Industry exclusive Convertible Door Design allows all doors to be converted 
     to wood overlay from stainless steel 

•    Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection 

•    Door locks available 

•    Interior digital display 

•    5.3 cubic feet of capacity

FREEZER

•     Freezer equipped with automatic hot gas 
     defrost for maintenance-free defrosting 

•     Interior digital display system 

•     Adjustable full-extension shelving allows 
     easy storage  and access to goods 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, solid
     wood overlay, two stainless steel drawers or 
     two wood overlay drawers

•     Freezer temperature -10 to 10 degrees F

REFRIGERATOR

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass with 
     stainless trim, solid wood overlay, glass with wood trim,  
     two stainless steel drawers or two wood overlay drawers

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees  F

HP24RS-1R

HP24FS-5



BEVERAGE CENTER

•     Allows for storage of both wine and beverages 

•     Two full-extension wine shelves and one
     full-extension vinyl-coated shelf 

•     Shelving positions are adjustable to suit your needs 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass door, solid 
     wood overlay door or glass door with wood overlay trim 

•     Will hold 16 wine bottles, 54 cans and 24 water bottles

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F 

BEER DISPENSER

•     Refrigeration system keeps beer at precise serving temperature 

•     Complete, self-contained beer system 

•     Portable drainer, no plumbing required 

•     Will hold one 1/4 keg or two 1/6 kegs

•     Available with solid stainless steel door or wood overlay door

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

WINE RESERVE

•     Five shelves will store 40 wine bottles 

•     Extra storage under shelves for up to !ve additional bottles 

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement 
     of shelves 

•     Shelves are removable and adjustable to accommodate 
     oversize (magnum)bottles 

•     Cabinet construction eliminates vibration transfer to reserve 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass door, solid 
     wood overlay door or glass door with wood overlay trim 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 
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HP24TS-1R

HP24WS-3L

*   For the entire line of 24-inch Signature Series 
    products, please turn to page 16.



Freezers
Indoor Models 

HP24FS-1                   24” freezer with solid stainless door

HP24FS-2                   24” freezer with solid wood overlay door 

HP24FS-5                   24” freezer with solid stainless steel drawers 

HP24FS-6                   24” freezer with wood overlay drawers 

Refrigerators
Indoor Models 

HP24RS-1                   24” refrigerator with solid stainless door 

HP24RS-2                   24” refrigerator with solid wood overlay door 

HP24RS-3                   24” refrigerator with stainless glass door 

HP24RS-4                   24” refrigerator with wood overlay glass door 

HP24RS-5                   24” refrigerator with solid stainless steel drawers 

HP24RS-6                   24” refrigerator with wood overlay drawers 

Beverage Centers
Indoor Models 

HP24BS-1                   24” beverage center with solid stainless door 

HP24BS-2                   24” beverage center with solid wood overlay door 

HP24BS-3                   24” beverage center with stainless glass door 

HP24BS-4                   24” beverage center with wood overlay glass door 

Beer Dispensers
Indoor Models 

HP24TS-1                   24” beer dispenser with solid stainless door 

HP24TS-2                   24” beer dispenser with wood overlay door 

Wine Reserves
Indoor Models 

HP24WS-1                 24” wine reserve with solid stainless door 

HP24WS-2                 24” wine reserve with solid wood overlay door 

HP24WS-3                 24” wine reserve with stainless glass door 

HP24WS-4                 24” wine reserve with wood overlay glass door

24”Signature Series
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Models available with left or right hinge
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48”Signature Series
With Two Separate Compartments in one stylish unit, Perlick’s patented
48-inch Two-Door Multi-Zone units o#er a generous 12 cubic feet of cooling capacity.
You can specify your Perlick unit in virtually any con!guration of refrigerator (with door
or drawers), freezer (with door or drawers), wine reserve, beverage center or beer
dispenser. For built-in or stand-alone usage, the Perlick 48-inch Two-Door Multi-Zone
units provide the ultimate in luxury entertaining, with style, versatility and quiet,
energy-e"cient performance.

•     Multi-zone, multi-door undercounter refrigeration unit: available in one or two
     temperature zones 

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding 
     cabinetry (with 3/4-inch wood overlay) 

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry 

•     Perlick’s exclusive variable speed compressor 

•     Front-vented, forced-air refrigeration 

•     Industry exclusive full-extension shelving 

•     Industry exclusive stainless steel interior 

•     Two-year full warranty on complete unit — additional four-year limited 
     warranty on the sealed refrigeration system 

•     Maintenance-free automatic defrost cycle 

•     Industry exclusive Convertible Door Design allows all doors to be converted 
     to wood overlay from stainless steel 

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection 

•     Door locks available 

•     Interior digital display 

•     12 cubic feet of capacity

FREEZER/REFRIGERATOR

•     Freezer equipped with automatic hot gas defrost for
     maintenance-free defrosting 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Door locks prevent unwanted access 

•     Adjustable full-extension shelving allows easy storage and
     access to goods 

•     Door options for each compartment include solid stainless 
     steel door, two stainless steel drawers, glass door 
     (refrigerator only), glass door with wood overlay 
     (refrigerator only) or with solid wood overlay 

•     Freezer temperature -10 to 10 degrees F 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

REFRIGERATOR/WINE RESERVE

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelving; shelves 
     are adjustable 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Wine Reserve holds up to 48 wine bottles 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass with stainless 
     trim, wood overlay or two stainless steel drawers 
     (refrigerator only) 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 
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WINE RESERVE/WINE RESERVE

•     The HP48WW allows for two separate temperature zones —
     perfect for red and white wine storage — also available as 
     one single temperature zone 

•     Capacity to hold up to 90 wine bottles 

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelving 

•     Shelving positions are adjustable to suit your needs 

•     Available with a solid stainless door, glass door with 
     stainless trim, glass door with wood trim or solid door 
     with wood overlay door 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 

REFRIGERATOR WITH BEER DISPENSER

•     Refrigerator zone features two (2) full-extension pullout shelves 

•     Refrigeration system keeps beer at precise serving temperature 

•     Complete, self-contained beer system 

•     Portable drainer, no plumbing required 

•     Available with one, two or three taps to accommodate up to three
     di#erent types of beer 

•     Will hold one 1/2 barrel + one 1/4 barrel or 
     one, two or three 1/6 kegs

•     Beer Dispenser and refrigerator temperature 
     33 to 39 degrees F 
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*   For the entire line of 48-inch Signature Series 
    products, please turn to page 20.

HP48RT-S-3L-1R

HP48WW-S-3L-3R



Indoor Models
HP48FR-B                   48” freezer/refrigerator — built-in 

HP48FR-S                   48” freezer/refrigerator — free-standing 

HP48RO-B                  48” refrigerator=refrigerator — built-in 

HP48RO-S                  48” refrigerator=refrigerator — free-standing 

HP48RB-B                   48” refrigerator/beverage center — built-in 

HP48RB-S                   48” refrigerator/beverage center — free-standing 

HP48RT-B                   48” refrigerator/beer dispenser — built-in 

HP48RT-S                   48” refrigerator/beer dispenser — free-standing 

HP48RW-B                 48” refrigerator/wine — built-in 

HP48RW-S                 48” refrigerator/wine — free-standing 

HP48WW-B                48” wine/wine — built-in 

HP48WW-S                48” wine/wine — free-standing 

HP48WO-B                48” wine=wine — built-in 

HP48WO-S                 48” wine=wine — free-standing 

Freezer Door Options

1 — Solid stainless door 

2 — Solid wood overlay door 

5 — Solid stainless steel drawers 

6 — Solid wood overlay drawers 

Refrigerator Door Options

1 — Solid stainless door 

2 — Solid wood overlay door 

3 — Stainless glass door 

4 — Wood overlay glass door 

Beer Dispenser Door Options

1 — Solid stainless door 

2 — Solid wood overlay door 

Beverage Center Door Options

1 — Solid stainless door 

2 — Solid wood overlay door 

3 — Stainless glass door 

4 — Wood overlay glass door 

Wine Reserve Door Options

1 — Solid stainless door 

2 — Solid wood overlay door 

3 — Stainless glass door 

4 — Wood overlay glass door 

48”Signature Series
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2148” refrigerator/beverage center



72”Signature Series
For Quality, Elegnce and Sheer Capacity Perlick’s 72-inch Three-Door
Multi-Zone refrigerated unit is in a class by itself. With this product, Perlick a#ords you
the luxury of selecting a combination of up to three di#erent climate zones in one
undercounter refrigerated unit. For example, you could con!gure your 72-inch Three-
Door Multi-Zone unit with a refrigerator, beer dispenser and wine reserve or an all wine
reserve to accommodate 138 bottles — therefore, creating a product that is unrivaled
by anything in the residential luxury market. 

•     Multi-zone, multi-door undercounter refrigeration unit: available in one, two or 
     three temperature zones 

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding 
     cabinetry (with 3/4-inch wood overlay) 

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry 

•     Perlick’s exclusive variable speed compressor 

•     Industry exclusive full-extension shelving 

•     Industry exclusive stainless steel interior 

•     Two-year full warranty on complete unit — additional four-year limited 
     warranty on the sealed refrigeration system 

•     Industry exclusive Convertible Door Design allows all doors to be converted 
     to wood overlay from stainless steel 

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection 

•     Door locks available 

•     Interior digital display 

•     19 cubic feet of capacity

REFRIGERATOR=REFRIGERATOR/WINE RESERVE

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Wine Reserve holds up to 48 wine bottles 

•     Interior digital display 

•     Adjustable full-extension shelving allows easy storage and 
     access to goods 

•     Door options for each compartment include solid stainless
     steel door, two stainless steel drawers (refrigerator only), 
     glass door (refrigerator and wine only), glass door with 
     wood overlay (refrigerator and wine only) or with 
     solid wood overlay 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 

REFRIGERATOR/BEVERAGE CENTER/WINE RESERVE

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Adjustable full-extension shelving allows easy storage and access to goods 

•     Door options for each compartment include solid stainless steel door, 
     two stainless steel drawers (refrigerator only), glass door, 
     glass door with wood overlay or with solid wood overlay 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 
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HP72ROW-S-1L-3L-3R

HP72RBW-3L-3L-3R



REFRIGERATOR=REFRIGERATOR=REFRIGERATOR

•     72-inch all refrigerator

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelving; shelves are 
     adjustable 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass with stainless 
     trim, solid wood overlay, glass with wood trim, two stainless steel 
     drawers or two wood overlay drawers

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

REFRIGERATOR/BEER DISPENSER/WINE RESERVE

•     The ultimate home entertainer’s tool — refrigerator for storing 
     food and beverages, Beer Dispenser with one, two or three
     faucets and 48-bottle Wine Reserve 

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelving 

•     Shelving positions are adjustable to suit your needs 

•     Complete, self-contained beer system 

•     Available with a solid stainless door, glass door with stainless 
     trim (refrigerator and wine only), glass door with wood trim 
     (refrigerator and wine only) or with solid wood overlay

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 

WINE RESERVE/WINE RESERVE/WINE RESERVE

•     Three separate wine temperature zones

•     Capacity to hold up to 138 bottles of wine

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement 
     of shelves

•     Shelves are removable and adjustable to accommodate 
     oversize (magnum) bottles

•     Cabinet construction eliminates vibration transfer to reserve

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass with stainless trim, 
     solid wood overlay, glass with wood trim

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F
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*   For the entire line of 72-inch Signature Series 
    products, please turn to page 24.
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Indoor Models
HP72ROO-B               72” refrigerator=refrigerator=refrigerator — built-in 
HP72ROO-S               72” refrigerator=refrigerator=refrigerator — free-standing 
HP72ROW-B              72” refrigerator=refrigerator/wine — built-in 
HP72ROW-S              72” refrigerator=refrigerator/wine — free-standing 
HP72RBW-B               72” refrigerator/beverage center/wine — built-in 
HP72RBW-S               72” refrigerator/beverage center/wine — free-standing 
HP72RTW-B               72” refrigerator/beer dispenser/wine — built-in 
HP72RTW-S               72” refrigerator/beer dispenser/wine — free-standing 
HP72RWW-B             72” refrigerator/wine/wine — built-in 
HP72RWW-S             72” refrigerator/wine/wine — free-standing 
HP72RWO-B              72” refrigerator/wine=wine — built-in 
HP72RWO-S              72” refrigerator/wine=wine — free-standing  
HP72WWW-B            72” wine/wine/wine — built-in 
HP72WWW-S            72” wine/wine/wine — free-standing  
HP72WOW-B            72” wine=wine/wine — built-in 
HP72WOW-S             72” wine=wine/wine — free-standing  
HP72WWO-B            72” wine/wine=wine — built-in 
HP72WWO-S             72” wine/wine=wine — free-standing  
HP72WOO-B             72” wine=wine=wine — built-in 
HP72WOO-S             72” wine=wine=wine — free-standing 

Refrigerator Door Options
1 — Solid stainless door 
2 — Solid wood overlay door 
3 — Stainless glass door 
4 — Wood overlay glass door
5 — Solid stainless steel drawers
6 — Solid wood overlay drawers 

Beer Dispenser Door Options
1 — Solid stainless door 
2 — Solid wood overlay door

Beverage Center Door Options
1 — Solid stainless door 
2 — Solid wood overlay door
3 — Stainless glass door
4 — Sood overlay glass door

Wine Reserve Door Options
1 — Solid stainless door
2 — Solid wood overlay door 
3 — Stainless glass door 
4 — Wood overlay glass door 

72”Signature Series
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/   —   there is a di#erent
            temperature zone
= —   means the zones
            are the same
            temperature

Models available with left or right hinge
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72-inch refrigerator drawers/glass door refrigerator/refrigerator drawers



Clear IceMaker
H50IMS-L        15” clear ice maker with solid stainless door — left hinge
H50IMS-R       15” clear ice maker with solid stainless door — right hinge
H50IMW          15” clear ice maker with solid wood overlay door 

Measuring a mere 15 inches wide, the Perlick Clear Ice Maker can create 55 pounds
of crystal-clear ice in a single day (and stores 27 pounds), ful!lling even the most
generous home entertaining needs.  The distinctive top hat shape of each cube is
more than just attractive: The shape is part of Perlick’s method in ensuring that
each cube is absolutely free of impurities, for a $awless look and taste. This unique
shape also prevents the ice from clumping, guaranteeing that you always serve
your guests with the perfect beverage every time.

•     Produces up to 55 pounds of ice per day and stores 
     up to 27 pounds of ice 

•     UL approved for outdoor use 

•     Quiet, e"cient operation 

•     Optional drain pump 

•     Elegant stainless steel door and polished handle 

•     Built-in !lter 
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Ultra Lounge
With a full range of professional-grade equipment designed to cater to your
inner mixologist, only Perlick provides the luxury of creating the Ultra Lounge
in your home. The timeless, commercial-style design of these products, crafted
of durable, commercial-grade stainless steel, imparts a sense of elegance
matched only by its utility — for these are bona !de performers, capable of
transforming your home into an entertaining destination. 

•     Seamless sink 

•     An insulated icebox 

•     Storage for garnishes 

•     Optional bottle rail 

•     Stainless steel cabinet below for storage 

•     All elegant stainless steel, including the door and polished handle 

•     Available in the Outdoor Line 

•     Built-in or free-standing when using the optional stainless steel base 

COCKTAIL CENTER 
HWC — cocktail center – built-in 
HWCB — cocktail center with 
23.5” dry underbar base

BLENDER STATION 
HWB — built-in blender station
HWBB — blender station with
23.5” dry underbar base

LIQUOR SHELF 
HWL — liquor shelf 
HWLB — liquor shelf with 
23.5” dry underbar base

•     Electrical outlets for power 

•     Stainless steel cabinet below for storage 

•     All elegant stainless steel, including the door and polished 
     handle 

•     UL approved for outdoor use — available in the Outdoor Line 

•     Built-in or free standing when using the optional stainless 
     steel base

•     Stainless steel cabinet below for storage 

•     All elegant stainless steel, including the door and polished handle 

•     Convenient “lip” prevents bottles from slipping o# the shelf 

•     Available in the Outdoor Line 

•     Built-in or free-standing when using the optional stainless steel base
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HWCB

HWLB

HWBB



Signature SeriesOutdoorProducts
Perlick goes Beyond the Interior of the Home and rede!nes outdoor
entertaining with its luxury line of outdoor products. Finished in beautiful stainless
steel and UL approved for outdoor use, Perlick’s outdoor line features variable speed
compressor that allows all of the units to maintain its desired temperature in any type
of environment. The !rst to o#er a glass door refrigerator, freezer and wine reserve for
outdoor use, Perlick’s line also includes refrigerated drawers, freezer drawers, beverage
centers and beer dispensers in 15-, 24- and patented 48-inch con!gurations.

•     Available in 15-inch, 24-inch and patented 48-inch undercounter refrigerator 
     con!gurations 

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding 
     cabinetry 

•     Commercial-grade stainless steel interiors and exteriors 

•     Interior digital temperature control and display 

•     Variable speed compressor provides precise temperature control and 
     energy-e"cient cooling — a Perlick exclusive!

•     Vinyl coated full-extension shelving glides out beyond the cabinet for easy 
     access to contents 

•     Two-year full warranty on complete unit — additional four-year limited 
     warranty on the sealed refrigeration system 

•     Two-inch thick walls provide superior insulation and minimize vibrations 

•     Door locks prevent unwanted access 

•     Glass doors o#er full UV protection 

•     UL approved for outdoor use
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24" Freezer Drawers, UL-approved for outdoor use



24-INCH

•     Industry exclusive freezer equipped with automatic hot gas 
     defrost for maintenance-free defrosting 

•     Optional Martini Glass Chiller Rack (freezer only) 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Beverage Center has two full-extension wine racks and 
     one full-extension shelf 

•     Wine Reserve can hold up to 48 bottles of wine 

•     Beer Dispenser comes with a complete, self-contained 
     beer system and portable drainer,  no plumbing required 

AVAILABLE MODELS
•     Freezer temperature -10 to 10 degrees F 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F

15-INCH

•     Whisper-quiet 700-Btu compressor 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Beverage Center has two full-extension wine racks and 
     one full-extension shelf 

•     Wine Reserve can hold up to 23 bottles of wine 

•     Beer Dispenser will hold one 1/6 keg 

AVAILABLE MODELS
•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 
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*   For the entire line of 24-inch Signature Series 
    Outdoor products, please turn to page 32.

*   For the entire line of 15-inch Signature Series 
    Outdoor products, please turn to page 32.

HP15RO-1L

HP15RO-5

HP24RO-1R

HP24BO-3L
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48-INCH

•     Refrigerator zone features two full-extension pullout shelves 

•     Wine Reserve can hold up to 90 wine bottles 

•     Refrigeration system keeps beer at precise serving temperature 

•     Complete, self-contained beer system; portable drainer, no 
     plumbing required 

•     Beer dispenser  available with one, two or three taps to 
     accommodate up to three di#erent types of beer 

AVAILABLE MODELS
•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F 

•     Beer Dispenser temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F 

*   For the entire line of 48-inch Signature Series 
    Outdoor products, please turn to page 32.

HP48RT-O-3L-1R



Freezers
Outdoor Models 
HP24FO-1                  24” freezer with solid stainless 
HP24FO-2                  24” freezer with solid wood overlay door 
HP24FO-5                  24” freezer with solid stainless steel drawers 
HP24FO-6                  24” freezer with wood overlay drawers

Refrigerators
Outdoor Models 
HP15RO-1                  15” refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge 
HP15RO-2                  15” refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge left 
HP15RO-3                  15” refrigerator with stainless steel glass door hinge 
HP15RO-4                  15” refrigerator with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge 
HP15RO-5                  15” refrigerator with solid stainless steel drawers 
HP15RO-6                  15” refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay drawers 
HP24RO-1                  24” refrigerator with solid stainless door 
HP24RO-2                  24” refrigerator with solid wood overlay door 
HP24RO-3                  24” refrigerator with stainless glass door 
HP24RO-4                  24” refrigerator with wood overlay glass door 
HP24RO-5                  24” refrigerator with solid stainless steel drawers 
HP24RO-6                  24” refrigerator with wood overlay drawers 
HP48RO-O                 48” refrigerator=refrigerator 
HP48RT-O                  48” refrigerator/beer dispenser

Wine Reserves
Outdoor Models 
HP15WO-1                15” wine reserve with solid stainless door 
HP15WO-2                15” wine reserve with solid wood overlay door 
HP15WO-3                15” wine reserve with stainless steel glass door 
HP15WO-4                15” wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door 
HP24WO-1                24” wine reserve with solid stainless door 
HP24WO-2                24” wine reserve with solid wood overlay door 
HP24WO-3                24” wine reserve with stainless glass door 
HP24WO-4                24” wine reserve with wood overlay glass door 
HP48WO-O-1-1        48” wine=wine with solid stainless door 
HP48WO-O-3-3        48” wine=wine with stainless glass door

Beverage Centers
Outdoor Models 
HP15BO-1                  15” beverage center with solid stainless door 
HP15BO-2                  15” beverage center  with solid wood overlay door 
HP15BO-3                  15” beverage center  with stainless steel glass door 
HP15BO-4                  15” beverage center  with integrated wood overlay glass door 
HP24BO-1                  24” beverage center  with solid stainless door 
HP24BO-2                  24” beverage center  with solid wood overlay door 
HP24BO-3                  24” beverage center  with stainless glass door 
HP24BO-4                  24” beverage center  with wood overlay glass door 

Beer Dispensers
Outdoor Models 
HP15TO-1                  15” beer dispenser with solid stainless steel single faucet tower 
HP15TO-2                  15” beer dispenser with integrated solid wood overlay single faucet tower 
HP24TO-1                  24” beer dispenser with solid stainless door (one-or two-faucet tower) 
HP48RT-O                  48” refrigerator/beer dispenser
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/   —   there is a di#erent
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Models available with left or right hinge
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24" C-Series beverage center



Perlick Corporation revolutionized luxury home

entertainment when it !rst parlayed its over 90 years

of commercial expertise into a category-rede!ning line

of undercounter products for the home. Now, Perlick

shatters industry preconceptions yet again with the

introduction of its all-new C-Series line of undercounter

refrigeration products. The models of the Perlick

C-Series include Refrigerators, Beverage Centers and

Wine Reserves.
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24”C-Series
Perlick’s C-Series Refrigerator is available with the option of a stainless steel
door, UV-coated glass or a wood overlay kit to blend into surrounding cabinetry. The
C-Series, 24-inch Refrigerator is rated for both food and beverage storage with a
temperature of 33 to 39 degrees F.

•     Commercial-grade stainless steel interiors

•     Interior temperature control and light

•     Powered by a whisper-quiet, commercial-grade compressor with a 700-Btu 
     output

•     Full-extension pullout shelving makes !nding items and restocking your 
     refrigerator easy — Perlick exclusive

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement of shelves

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding 
     cabinetry

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry

•     Glass doors o#er full UV protection

•     Optional wood overlay door kit will stand $ush with cabinetry

•     Convertible door design allows all doors the ability to be converted to 
     wood overlay from stainless steel

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection

•     Two-inch thick walls provide superior insulation and minimize vibrations

•     Reversible swing door

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F
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HC24RB-1R

HC24RB-3L



C-Series Wine Reserve For the serious wine connoisseur, Perlick o#ers its C-Series Wine
Reserve. The 24-inch unit features !ve full-extension shelves that will store 40 bottles of wine and
there’s even room for !ve additional bottles under the shelves. In addition, all of the C-Series Wine
Reserves feature vinyl-coated full-extension shelving that prevents shifting and slippage of the
stored bottles; and glass doors that protect varietals from ultraviolet light while displaying the
contents of the undercounter wine storage cabinets in all their beauty.

•     Commercial-grade stainless steel interiors

•     Interior temperature control and light

•     Wine Reserve construction eliminates vibration transfer to reserve

•     Powered by a whisper-quiet, commercial-grade compressor with a 700-Btu output

•     Full-extension pullout shelving makes !nding items and restocking your Wine Reserve 
     easy — Perlick exclusive!

•     Shelves are removable and adjustable to accommodate oversized (magnum) bottles

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement of shelves

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding cabinetry

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry

•     Glass doors o#er full UV protection

•     Optional wood overlay door kit will stand $ush with cabinetry

•     Convertible door design allows all doors the ability to be converted to wood overlay from 
     stainless steel

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection

•     Two-inch thick walls provide superior insulation and minimize vibrations

•     Reversible swing door

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F
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C-Series Beverage Center As every home entertainer knows, di#erent beverages have
di#erent storage requirements. Perlick’s C-Series 24-inch Beverage Center, features three vinyl-coated,
full-extension shelves. The two top shelves are wine racks which can accommodate 16 bottles of wine
and the third shelf is perfectly equipped to store a variety of beverages.

•     Commercial-grade stainless steel interiors

•     Interior temperature control and light

•     Powered by a whisper-quiet, commercial-grade compressor with a 700-Btu output

•     Three vinyl-coated, full-extension shelves: two top shelves are wine racks and third shelf can
     accommodate a variety of beverages

•     Designed with fully integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding cabinetry

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry

•     Glass doors o#er full UV protection

•     Optional wood overlay door kit will stand $ush with cabinetry

•     Convertible door design allows all doors the ability to be converted to wood overlay from 
     stainless steel

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection

•     Two-inch thick walls provide superior insulation and minimize vibrations

•     Reversible swing door

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F

HC24WB-3L

HC24BB-3L

*   See available models on page 38.



Refrigerators
Built-in Models

HC24RB-1L            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge left 

HC24RB-1R            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge right 

HC24RB-2L            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge left 

HC24RB-2R            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with integrated solid wood overlay door hinge right 

HC24RB-3L            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HC24RB-3R            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HC24RB-4L            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left 

HC24RB-4R            24” built-in commercial series refrigerator with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right

Wine Reserves
Built-in Models

HC24WB-3L           24” built-in commercial series wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HC24WB-3R           24” built-in commercial series wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HC24WB-4L           24” built-in commercial series wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left

HC24WB-4R           24” built-in commercial series wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right

Beverage Centers
Built-in Models

HC24BB-3L            24” built-in commercial series beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge left 

HC24BB-3R            24” built-in commercial series beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge right 

HC24BB-4L            24” built-in commercial series beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left

HC24BB-4R            24” built-in commercial series beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right

24”C-Series
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24" C-Series Beverage Center
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24" ADA-Compliant Refrigerator - The Bradley Center, Milwaukee, WI
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Perlick’s complete line of 24-inch ADA-Compliant

products include a Freezer, Freezer Drawers, Refrigerator,

Refrigerator Drawers, Beverage Center, Wine Reserve and

55 pound Clear Ice Maker. Each model measure 32

inches in height, allowing for maximum capacity, while

complying to the strict 34-inch counter height regulations.

In addition, Perlick’s industry exclusive full-extension

shelving is standard in all Perlick units and actually

extends completely out of the cabinet for easy access to

all contents.

Series
ACompliantADA-



REFRIGERATOR

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, solid wood overlay 
     door, glass with stainless trim door, glass with wood trim 
     door,  stainless steel drawers or wood overlay drawers 

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelves makes 
     !nding items and restocking your refrigerator easy. 

•     Full-extension shelves are adjustable 

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement 
     of shelves 

•     Refrigerator rated for both food and beverage storage 

•     Refrigerator temperature 33 to 39 degrees F 

Perlick is excited to offer its complete line of 24-inch ADA-Compliant
refrigeration products. Standing at 32 inches in height, each unit is designed for
maximum capacity while adhering to ADA guidelines. With a vast product line,
Perlick’s ADA-Compliant Series is perfect for residential and commercial applications.

•     Designed for maximum capacity while adhering to strict 34-inch counter height
     ADA-Compliant requirements 

•     Fully-integrated depth to allow $ush !t with surrounding cabinetry 

•     Zero-clearance hinging allows for abutment with surrounding cabinetry 

•     With 3/4-inch wood overlay, the unit will stand $ush with cabinetry 

•     Best in Class 700-Btu commercial-grade compressor 

•     Front-vented, RAPIDcool forced-air refrigeration system 

•     Commercial-grade stainless steel interior 

•     Maintenance-free automatic defrost cycle

•     Industry exclusive convertible door design allows all doors the ability to be     
     converted to wood overlay from stainless steel 

•     Low-E, UV-coated glass provides industry leading insulation and protection

ADA-CompliantSeries

FREEZER

•     Industry exclusive full-extension pullout shelves

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, solid wood overlay door, 
     stainless steel drawers or wood overlay drawers 

•     Full-extension shelves/drawers pull completely out of the unit 
     allowing easy storage and access to freezer contents. 

•     Equipped with automatic hot gas defrost for maintenance-free 
     defrosting 

•     Freezer temperature -10 to 10 degrees F
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HA24FB-1R

HA24RB-5

HA24RB-1R

HA24FB-5



BEVERAGE CENTER

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass door, solid 
     wood overlay door, glass with stainless trim or glass door 
     with wood overlay trim 

•     Allows for storage of both wine and beverages 

•     Two wine shelves, one industry exclusive full-extension 
     pullout shelf 

•     Shelving positions are adjustable to suit your needs 

•     Beverage Center temperature 36 to 48 degrees F

WINE RESERVE

•     Available with solid stainless steel door, glass door, solid 
     wood overlay door, glass with stainless trim or glass door 
     with wood overlay trim 

•     Five shelves will store 40 wine bottles 

•     Extra storage under shelves for up to !ve additional bottles 

•     Stainless steel ball bearing glides provide smooth movement 
     of shelves 

•     Shelves are removable and adjustable to accommodate over
     size (magnum) bottles 

•     Cabinet construction eliminates vibration transfer to reserve 

•     Wine Reserve temperature 40 to 65 degrees F

ICE MAKER

•     Produces up to 55 pounds of ice per day and stores 
     up to 27 pounds of ice 

•     UL-approved for outdoor use 

•     Quiet, e"cient operation 

•     Optional drain pump 

•     Elegant stainless steel door and polished  handle 

•     Interior light
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HA24WB-3L

HA24BB-3L

H50IMS-ADR

*   See available models on page 44.



Freezers
Built-in Models
HA24FB-1L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with solid stainless steel door hinge left
HA24FB-1R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with solid stainless steel door hinge right
HA24FB-2L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with integrated wood overlay solid door hinge left
HA24FB-2R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with integrated wood overlay solid door hinge right
HA24FB-5                   24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with stainless steel drawers
HA24FB-6                   24” built-in ADA-Compliant freezer with integrated wood overlay drawers

Refrigerators
Built-in Models
HA24RB-1L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge left
HA24RB-1R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with solid stainless steel door hinge right
HA24RB-2L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with integrated wood overlay solid door hinge left
HA24RB-2R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with integrated wood overlay solid door hinge right
HA24RB-3L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with stainless glass door hinge left
HA24RB-3R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with stainless glass door hinge right
HA24RB-4L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with integrated wood glass overlay door hinge left
HA24RB-4R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with integrated wood glass overlay door hinge right
HA24RB-5                  24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with stainless steel drawers
HA24RB-6                  24” built-in ADA-Compliant refrigerator with integrated wood overlay drawers

Wine Reserves
Built-in Models
HA24WB-3L               24” built-in ADA-Compliant wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge left
HA24WB-3R              24” built-in ADA-Compliant wine reserve with stainless steel glass door hinge right
HA24WB-4L               24” built-in ADA-Compliant wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left
HA24WB-4R              24” built-in ADA-Compliant wine reserve with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right

Beverage Centers
Built-in Models
HA24BB-3L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge left
HA24BB-3R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant beverage center with stainless steel glass door hinge right
HA24BB-4L                24” built-in ADA-Compliant beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge left
HA24BB-4R                24” built-in ADA-Compliant beverage center with integrated wood overlay glass door hinge right

Clear Ice Maker
Built-in Models
H50IMS-ADL              15” ADA-Compliant clear ice maker with stainless steel door hinge left
H50IMS-ADR             15” ADA-Compliant clear ice maker with stainless steel door hinge right
H50IMW-AD              15” ADA-Compliant clear ice maker with wood overlay door hinge left or right

ADA-CompliantSeries
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Accessories
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Perlick offers and array of accessories to complement your Perlick unit – whether it be an indoor
or outdoor unit, an additional shelf, stacking kit or Perlick’s exclusive full-extension martini glass chiller. All of
Perlick’s accessories are designed speci!cally for each application and maintain the highest quality of materials
and craftsmenship.

Shelves:
Full-extension shelf

Full-extension wine rack

Full-extension shelf with beverage dividers

Stacking Kits
Creates a unique “single” unit design

15” Stacking Kit

24” Stacking Kit

48” Stacking Kit

72” Stacking Kit

Freezer and Refrigerator Drawers
Drawer Organizers

Keep your food and beverages organized with 
an adjustable divider system

Freezer
Full-extension Martini Glass Chiller

Chill up to 15 martini glasses for a perfect 
cocktail

Wine Reserve
Wine Bottle Display Rack

Showcase your most prized vintages in this 
!ve-bottle display

Wood slats (attach to front of wine racks)

Custom stain your wine racks to match 
surrounding cabinetry

Beer Dispenser
Cleaning Kit

Kit includes pump, sanitizer and tools to 
clean lines

Sanitizer 4oz bottle

Sanitizer 33oz bottle

Faucet Lock

European Keg Coupler

Perlick Tap Handles

Door
Perlick’s Convertible Door Design allows you 
to change the look of your refrigerator by going
from a wood overlay door to a stainless steel 
door and vice versa 

Stainless Steel Panel – solid door

Stainless steel Panel – glass door

Stainless steel Panel - drawer

Outdoor Covers
Keep your outdoor units protected with these 
heavy-duty Perlick covers

24” Cover

48” Cover
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Perlick’s unique line of undercounter
refrigeration features thousands of styles and
con!gurations to !t your own design and
lifestyle. To help you create an  appliance that
will not only look exactly how you want it, but
also function speci!cally for your own needs,
we have developed an interactive Build-a-
Perlick tool to guide you through the
selection process. Perhaps the world's only
15-inch Signature Series Refrigerator Drawers
are what you are looking for or the elegant
72-inch Refrigerator/Beer Dispenser/Wine
unit. Whatever your needs are, Perlick has
an appliance just for you — so feel free and
let your mind be creative and that's where
Luxury Meets Innovation.

         HP15RS-1L
HP    Home Products

         HP15RS-1L
15    15“ / Single Door
24    24“ / Single Door

         HP15RS-1L
F       Freezer Compartment
R       Refrigerator Compartment
W     Wine Compartment
B       Beverage Compartment
T       Tapping Compartment

         HP15RS-1L
S       Indoor (free-standing or built-in)
O      Outdoor

         HP15RS-1L
1       Solid Stainless Steel Door
2       Wood Overlay Solid Door
3       Stainless Steel Glass Door
4       Wood Overlay Glass Door
5       Stainless Steel Drawers
6       Wood Overlay Drawers

L       Left Hinge
R       Right Hinge

How to build a 15” and 24” Signature Series

         HP72RBW-S-1L-3L-3R
HP    Home Products

         HP72RBW-S-1L-3L-3R
48    48“ / Two Door
72    72“ / Three Door

         HP72RBW-S-1L-3L-3R
F       Freezer Compartment
R       Refrigerator Compartment
W     Wine Compartment
B       Beverage Compartment
T       Tapping Compartment
O      One Temperature Zone (no divider wall)

         HP72RBW-S-1L-3L-3R
B       Built-in
S       Free-standing (stand-alone)
O      Outdoor

         HP72RBW-S-1L-3L-3R
1       Solid Stainless Steel Door
2       Wood Overlay Solid Door
3       Stainless Steel Glass Door
4       Wood Overlay Glass Door
5       Stainless Steel Drawers
6       Wood Overlay Drawers

L       Left Hinge
R       Right Hinge

How to build a 48” and 72” Signature Series

www.bringPerlickhome.com/build-a-Perlick
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         HC24RB-1L
HC   Home Products / C-Series

         HC24RB-1L
24    24“ / Single Door

         HC24RB-1L
R       Refrigerator Compartment
W     Wine Compartment
B       Beverage Compartment

         HC24RB-1L
B       Built-in 

         HC24RB-1L
1       Solid Stainless Steel Door
2       Wood Overlay Solid Door
3       Stainless Steel Glass Door
4       Wood Overlay Glass Door

L       Left Hinge
R       Right Hinge

How to build a 24” C-Series

         HA24RB-1L
HA   Home Products/ADA-Compliant Series

         HA24RB-1L
24    24" / Single Door

         HA24RB-1L
F       Freezer Compartment
R       Refrigerator Compartment
W     Wine Compartment
B       Beverage Compartment

         HA24RB-1L
B       Built-in 

         HA24RB-1L
1       Solid Stainless Steel Door
2       Wood Overlay Solid Door
3       Stainless Steel Glass Door
4       Wood Overlay Glass Door
5       Stainless Steel Drawers
4       Wood Overlay Drawers

L       Left Hinge
R       Right Hinge

How to build a 24” ADA-Compliant Series
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15” Signature Series beverage center,

48” Signature Series freezer/refrigerator,
15” Signature Series wine reserve
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SpSpecifications



50” area in which
electrical outlet must be located

Location of power cord

* 3!⁄"#” minimum
clearance from

a corner to
achieve required

door swing

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance

15$%/&'”
minimum clearance

for door swing

* 25%/"#”

23(%/"#”

22(/)”
14*/)”

34%/"#”

3(+/&'”

* , Values may change due
to custom pull with a wood
overlay door

15” Signature Series Speci!cations

50

*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                14-7/8”, 37.783 cm 
Overall Height:                               34-5/16”, 87.154 cm 
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm 
Capacity:                                            3.0 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required:    34-3/8” 
Door Swing Clearance:               15-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60Hz., 1 Phase AC, 2.3 amps
Plumbing:                                         None Required
Shipping Weight:                          175 lbs.



50” area in which
electrical outlet must be located

Location of power cord

* 4!⁄"” minimum
clearance from

a corner to
achieve required

door swing

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance
24#$/%&”

minimum clearance
for door swing

* 25$/'(”

23!$/'(”

22!/)”

23*/)”

34$/'(”

3!+/%&”

* , Values may change due
to custom pull with a wood
overlay door

24” Signature Series Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                23-7/8”, 60.643 cm 
Overall Height:                               34-5/16”, 87.154 cm 
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm 
Capacity:                                            5.3 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required:    34-3/8” 
Door Swing Clearance:               24-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 2.3 amps 
Plumbing:                                         none required 
Shipping Weight:                          215 lbs.



50” area in which
electrical outlet must be located

Location of power cord

* 4!⁄"” minimum
clearance from

a corner to
achieve required

door swing

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance 24#$/%&”
minimum clearance

for door swing

* 25$/'(”

23!$/'(”

22!/)”

47*/)”

34$/'(”

3!+/%&”

* , Values may change due
to custom pull with a wood
overlay door

48” Signature Series Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                47-7/8”, 121.603 cm
Overall Height:                               34-5/16”, 87.154 cm 
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm
Capacity:                                            5.3 cubic ft.
Minimum Height Required:    34-3/8
Door Swing Clearance:               24-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 2.3 amps 
Plumbing:                                         none required 
Shipping Weight:                          360 lbs.



50” area in which
electrical outlet must be located

Location of power cord

* 4!⁄"” minimum
clearance from

a corner to
achieve required

door swing

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance
24#$/%&”

minimum clearance
for door swing

* 25$/'(”

23!$/'(”

22!/)”
71*/)”

34$/'(”

3!+/%&”

* , Values may change due
to custom pull with a wood
overlay door

72” Signature Series Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                71-7/8”, 182.563 cm
Overall Height:                               34-5/16”, 87.154 cm
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm
Capacity:                                            5.3 cubic ft.
Minimum Height Required:    34-3/8
Door Swing Clearance:               24-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 2.3 amps 
Plumbing:                                         none required 
Shipping Weight:                          540 lbs.



14!/"”

23#/$”

34”

15” Clear Ice Maker Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                14-7/8”, 37.465 cm 
Overall Height:                               33.1/2”, 86.36 cm 
Overall Depth:                                22-5/8”, 59.69 cm 
Capacity:                                            3.0 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required: 34-1/8”  
Annual Energy Usage: 319 kWh/yr –$35 
Electrical: 115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 3.4 amps 

15 amp Max Fuse/HACR Breaker Size
Plumbing: 1/2" FPT Water Inlet

1/2" FTP Drain
Shipping Weight: 115 lbs. 

Operating Limits
• Ambient Temp Range           45 - 100°F
• Water Temp Range                 45 - 95°F
• Water Pressure                         7 - 113psig
• Voltage Range                         104 - 127V
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15” Ultra Lounge Speci!cations

Blender Station

Liquor Shelf

Cocktail Center

*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com



50” area in which
electrical outlet must be located

Location of power cord

* 4!⁄"” minimum
clearance from

a corner to
achieve required

door swing

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance

24#!/$%”
minimum clearance

for door swing

* 25&/'(”

23)!/'(”

22)/"”

23&/"”

34)/*”

3)+/$%”

* , Values may change due
to custom pull with a wood
overlay door

C-Series Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                23-7/8”, 60.643 cm 
Overall Height:                               34-1/4”, 86.995 cm 
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm 
Capacity:                                            5.3 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required:    34-3/8” 
Door Swing Clearance:               24-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 2.3 amps 
Plumbing:                                         none required 
Shipping Weight:                          200 lbs.



   
    

   

* 4!⁄"#”
minimum
clearance

to
wall

98° swing
required for
pullout shelf

clearance

24$%/&'”
minimum
clearance
for door

swing

 

23!/(”

3

     
     

 

25!/"#”

23)%/"#”

32”

3)*/"#”

46$+/&'”

14)*/"#”

14!/(”

31
)/
'”

1*/"#”

1/
8”

1*/"#”

5/
32

”

1*/"#” 1*/"#”

2*/(”

2!
/(

”

1/2” FTP

7)/,”

3)/(”
1/2” FTP

8*
/,

”

7)
/,

”

1” height

7/8” dia.

22+/"#”

20”

14”

3*/,”

1!/"#”

6)
)/
"#”

ADA Speci!cations
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*For more detailed speci!cations, visit www.Perlick.com

Overall Width:                                23-7/8”, 60.643 cm 
Overall Height:                               32”, 81.28 cm 
Overall Depth:                                23-15/16”, 60.801 cm 
Capacity:                                            4.3 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required:    32-1/8” 
Door Swing Clearance:               24-25/32” 
Electrical:                                          115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 2.3 amps 
Plumbing:                                         none required 
Shipping Weight:                          200 lbs. 

Overall Width: 14-7/8”, 37.783 cm 
Overall Height: 31-1/2”, 80.01 cm 
Overall Depth: 22-5/8”, 57.468 cm 
Capacity: 5.3 cubic ft. 
Minimum Height Required: 34-1/8”  
Annual Energy Usage: 319 kWh/yr –$35 
Electrical: 115V, 60 Hz., 1 phase AC, 3.4 amps 

15 amp Max Fuse/HACR Breaker Size
Plumbing: 1/2" FPT Water Inlet

1/2" FTP Drain
Shipping Weight: 115 lbs. 

Operating Limits
• Ambient Temp Range           45 - 100°F
• Water Temp Range                 45 - 95°F
• Water Pressure                         7 - 113psig
• Voltage Range                         104 - 127V
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kets

Hospitality

Marine

Residential

Scienti!c

Sport/Luxury Suites

SpecialtyMarkets





8300 West Good Hope Road, Milwaukee, WI 53223

800.558.5592
www.perlick.com


